Dear Sir/Madam,

My mother owns a house on [redacted] in Mitcham. It has recently come to our attention that Circle Housing are planning to demolish our home.

We would like to make it known that:

- Our permission was never sought by Circle
- No discussions were ever held with us about these plans
- Our consent was never obtained

We have received leaflets over the past few months asking for our participation in events regarding ideas for improving the estate, no mention was made of plans to demolish our homes.

We are very concerned about the behavior exhibited by Circle Housing. Further to this, until recently we understood that Merton Priory Homes were responsible for estate management. We were not made aware of a change in management.

On a similar note, we have been deprived of the use of 2 parking spaces in front of our home which have been converted into a refuse depositing and collection area. Not only have we been deprived of these parking spaces, but have to face daily sights of tipping and filth spilling into the street directly in front our front door. Along with this is the constant stream of people using the bins and making noise whilst doing so in front of our home. Please bear in mind that on no occasion were we consulted with about the placement of garbage bins in place of parking spaces directly in front of our home.

I hope this letter makes it clear to you the poor levels and standards employed by the company currently responsible for management of the estate. Not only is the behavior exhibited poor, but possibly illegal. We intend to seek legal advice.

We are freehold house owners and request immediate action be taken to prevent further disruption to our lives. Please bear in mind my mother is over [redacted] and is in no mood for further disruption and/or to move or enter debt to pay for property development which she did not consent to.

Yours sincerely,